Major Kurt Chew-Een Lee, the son of Chinese immigrants,
was the first officer of Asian ancestry in the Marine Corps
when he joined in 1944.
He earned the Navy Cross and the Silver Star, two of the
military’s highest combat decorations for valor.
Notable Fact:
When Lee was interviewed in 2010 about his
illustrious military career and his bravery, he said, “I am
most proud of being able to train future generations of
Marines.”
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See back page for his incredible story.

Brigadier General Viet Luong came to the United States as a
10-year-old child in 1975 during Operation Frequent Wind after the
fall of Saigon.
“I still remember that moment to this day, because as soon as we
landed I looked at my dad and I said, uh, I said ‘Dad, where are we
at?’ And he looked at me and he says, ‘hey, we’re aboard the American carrier USS Hancock.’ And I say, ‘well, what does that mean?’
And he looked at me and he said, ‘that means nothing in the world
can harm you now.’”

Share your haiku. Email your illustration to
dawn.smith.3.ctr@us.af.mil
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A Haiku (high-koo) is a short poem written in three lines, with five
syllables in the first line, seven syllables in the second line, and five
syllables in the third. Haiku poetry was originally developed by
Japanese poets, and the form was adopted (and adapted) by virtually
every modern language.
The bird on the branch
Tweets a melody for me
My heart sings along
The secret to writing great haiku is to be observant and appreciate
nature. Try to use details related to the senses—sight, hearing, touch,
smell, or taste. Or look out your window, and describe what you see.
Try to “zoom in” on a small detail that contains the feeling of the
larger scene.
Let’s get started!
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Luong made a decision on that carrier deck. “People might not
believe that, but, I knew right back then that I want to serve our
country,” he stated.
Notable Fact: In 2014, Luong became the first general in the history
of the U.S. military that was born in Vietnam.
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Captain Sunita Lyn “Suni” Williams, of Indian-Slovenian
descent, served as an American astronaut and United States
Navy officer.
Notable Fact: Williams holds several NASA records, including
the longest spaceflight by a woman (195 days), total spacewalks by a woman (seven) and the most spacewalk time for a
woman (50 hours, 40 minutes).

Step 1. Fold the center page in
half as shown. The page marked
“FRONT” will be facing you.
Step 2. Create a crease by folding line connecting A and B and unfolding. Take corner 1 and
fold to 2. Unfold. Take corner 3 and fold to 4.
Unfold.
Step 3. Fold to have A and B
meet as shown.
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top point.
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Step 5. Fold sides
as shown

Step 7. Fold bottom
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of the top diamonds

Step 8. Fold downwards in half
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Step 6. Fold bottom
upward to the center
of the top diamonds

Step 9. Turn over and
to make your frog jump,
press down on his back
as shown

Use center page
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Origami
History
Harry Harris Jr. is the highest-ranking Asian American in the
history of the United States Navy, and the first to attain the rank of
4-star Admiral.
Notable Fact:
Harris holds the distinction as the Navy’s current “Gray Owl”— the
the longest-serving Naval Flight Officer on continuous active duty.
He is also the current “Old Goat”—the longest-serving
Naval Academy graduate still on active duty.
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The art of making paper from pulp originated in China in the
year 102A.D. Paper then became more available to the masses.
The secret of making paper was kept in China for several hundred
years and finally made its way through Korea and into Japan. A
Buddhist monk is said to have carried this secret.
The introduction of paper making to Japan several hundred years
later coincided with the development of their religion and soon
became part of the lives of its people. Origami is the Japanese
word for paper folding. ORI means to fold and KAMI means
paper. Together, they form the word, “origami.”
To make your own origami frog, see instructions on page 9 and
use pages 6 and 7.
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